Representing images and videos with Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrices, and considering the Riemannian geometry of the resulting space, has been shown to yield high discriminative power in many visual recognition tasks. Unfortunately, computation on the Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices -especially of high-dimensional ones-comes at a high cost that limits the applicability of existing techniques. In this paper, we introduce algorithms able to handle high-dimensional SPD matrices by constructing a lower-dimensional SPD manifold. To this end, we propose to model the mapping from the high-dimensional SPD manifold to the low-dimensional one with an orthonormal projection. This lets us formulate dimensionality reduction as the problem of finding a projection that yields a low-dimensional manifold either with maximum discriminative power in the supervised scenario, or with maximum variance of the data in the unsupervised one. We show that learning can be expressed as an optimization problem on a Grassmann manifold and discuss fast solutions for special cases. Our evaluation on several classification tasks evidences that our approach leads to a significant accuracy gain over state-of-the-art methods.
D IMENSIONALITY Reduction (DR) is imperative in various disciplines of computer science, including machine learning and computer vision. Conventional methods, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), are specifically designed to work with real-valued vectors coming from a flat Euclidean space. In modern computer vision, however, the data and the mathematical models often naturally lie on Riemannian manifolds (e.g., subspaces form Grassmannian, 2D shapes lie on Kendall shape spaces [1] ). There has therefore been a growing need and interest to go beyond the extensively studied Euclidean spaces and analyze non-linear and curved Riemannian manifolds. In this context, a natural question arises: How can popular DR techniques be extended to curved Riemannian spaces? A principled answer to this question will open the door to exploiting higher-dimensional, more discriminative features, and thus to improved accuracies in a wide range of applications involving classification and clustering. This paper tackles the problem of dimensionality reduction on the space of Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrices, i.e., the SPD manifold. In computer vision, SPD matrices have been successfully employed for a variety of tasks, such as analyzing medical imaging [2] , segmenting images [3] and recognizing textures [4] , [5] , pedestrians [6] , [7] , [8] , faces [9] , [10] , [11] , and actions [12] , [13] .
The set of SPD matrices is clearly not a vector space as it is not closed under addition and scalar product (e.g., multiplying a positive definite matrix with a negative scalar makes it negative definite). As such, analyzing SPD matrices through the geometry of Euclidean spaces, such as using the Frobenius inner product as a means to measure similarity, is not only unnatural, but also inadequate. This inadequacy has recently been demonstrated in computer vision by a large body of work, e.g., [2] , [6] , [8] . One striking example is the swelling effect that occurs in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), where a matrix represents the covariance of the local Brownian motion of water molecules [2] -when considering Euclidean geometry to interpolate between two diffusion tensors, the determinant of the intermediate matrices may become strictly larger than the determinants of both original matrices, which, from a physics point of view, is unacceptable.
A popular and geometric way to analyze SPD matrices is through the Riemannian structure induced by the Affine Invariant Riemannian Metric (AIRM) [2] , which is usually referred to as SPD manifold. The geodesic distance induced by the AIRM is related to the distance induced by the Fisher-Rao metric on the manifold of multivariate Gaussian distributions with fixed means (see for example [14] ). It enjoys several properties, such as invariance to affine transformations, which are of particular interest in computer vision.
While the Riemannian structure induced by the AIRM has been shown to overcome the limitations of Euclidean geometry to a great extent, the computational cost of the resulting techniques increases drastically with the dimension of the manifold (i.e., the size of the SPD matrices). As a consequence, with the exception of a few works that handle medium-sized [3] , [10] or high-dimensional [15] , previous studies have opted for low-dimensional SPD matrices (e.g., region covariance descriptors obtained from low-dimensional features). Clearly, and as evidenced by the recent feature-learning trends in computer vision, low-dimensional features are bound to be less powerful and discriminative. In other words, to match or even outperform state-of-the-art recognition systems on complex tasks, manifold-based methods will need to exploit high-dimensional SPD matrices. In fact, this is what was achieved in [15] by using deep learning features to compute covariance descriptors for image recognition. The effectiveness of this method, however, comes at a high computational cost. In this paper, we propose to address this drawback by introducing supervised and unsupervised DR techniques dedicated to SPD manifolds, as illustrated by Fig. 1 .
More specifically, in the supervised scenario, we introduce an approach that constructs a lower-dimensional and more discriminative SPD manifold from a high-dimensional one. To this end, we encode the notion of discriminative power by pulling together the training samples from the same class while pushing apart those from different classes. We study three variants of this approach, where the distance is defined by either the AIRM, the Stein divergence [16] , or the Jeffrey divergence [17] . The latter two divergences are motivated by the fact that they share invariance properties with the AIRM while being faster to compute.
In the unsupervised scenario, we draw inspiration from the Maximum Variance Unfolding (MVU) algorithm [18] . That is, we introduce a method that maps a high-dimensional SPD manifold to a low-dimensional one, where the training matrices are furthest apart from their mean. As in the supervised case, we study three variants, that rely on the AIRM, the Stein divergence and the Jeffrey divergence, respectively [19] .
We demonstrate the benefits of our approach on several classification and clustering tasks where the data can be represented with high-dimensional SPD matrices. In particular, our method outperforms state-of-the-art techniques on image-based material categorization and face recognition, and action recognition from 3D motion capture sequences. A Matlab implementation of our algorithms is available from the first author's webpage .
BACKGROUND THEORY
This section provides a review of the Riemannian geometry of SPD manifolds, as well as of Bregman divergences and their properties. We conclude the section by discussing optimization on Grassmann manifolds, which will be useful in our DR algorithms.
Notation. Throughout the paper, bold capital letters denote matrices (e.g., X X) and bold lower-case letters denote column vectors (e.g., x x). I n is the n Â n identity matrix. GLðnÞ denotes the general linear group, i.e., the group of real invertible n Â n matrices. SymðnÞ is the space of real n Â n symmetric matrices. S n þþ and Gðp; nÞ are the SPD and Grassmannian manifolds, respectively, and will be formally defined later. Diag 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n ð Þis a diagonal matrix with the real values 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n as diagonal elements. The principal matrix logarithm log ðÁÞ : S n þþ ! SymðnÞ is defined as
Similarly, the matrix exponential expðÁÞ : SymðnÞ ! S n þþ is defined as
with X X ¼ U UDiag i ð ÞU U T .
The Geometry of SPD Manifolds
An n Â n real SPD matrix X X has the property that v v T X Xv v > 0 for all non-zero v v 2 R n . The space of n Â n SPD matrices, denoted by S n þþ , forms the interior of a convex cone in the nðn þ 1Þ=2-dimensional Euclidean space. S n þþ is mostly studied when endowed with the Affine Invariant Riemannian Metric (AIRM) [2] , defined as hV V ; W W i P P , hP P À1=2 V V P P À1=2 ; P P À1=2 W WP P À1=2 i
for P P 2 S n þþ and V V ; W W 2 T P P S n þþ , where T P P S n þþ denotes the tangent space 1 of S n þþ at P P . This metric induces the following geodesic distance between points X X and Y Y :
The AIRM has several useful properties such as invariance to affine transformations (as the name implies), i.e.,
For in-depth discussions of the AIRM, we refer the interested reader to [2] and [20] .
Bregman Divergences
We now introduce two divergences derived from the Bregman matrix divergence, namely the Jeffrey and Stein divergences. Below, we discuss their properties and establish some connections with the AIRM, which motivated our choice of these divergences in our DR formulations.
Definition 1. Let z : S n þþ ! R be a strictly convex and differentiable function defined on the symmetric positive cone S n þþ . The Bregman matrix divergence d z : S n þþ Â S n þþ ! ½0; 1Þ is defined as Fig. 1 . Dimensionality reduction on SPD manifolds: Given data on a highdimensional SPD manifold, where each sample represents an n Â n SPD matrix, we learn a mapping to a lower-dimensional SPD manifold. We consider both the supervised scenario, illustrated here, where the resulting m Â m SPD matrices are clustered according to class labels, and the unsupervised one, where the resulting matrices have maximum variance.
1. For a general manifold M, the tangent space T P P M is the set of all tangent vectors to M at P P and admits the structure of a vector space.
where hX X; Y Y i ¼ Tr À X X T Y Y Á is the Frobenius inner product, and r Y Y ðzÞ represents the gradient of z at Y Y .
The Bregman divergence is asymmetric, non-negative, and definite (i.e., d z ðX X; Y Y Þ ¼ 0; iff X X ¼ Y Y ). While the Bregman divergence enjoys a variety of useful properties [21] , its asymmetric behavior is often a hindrance. In this paper, we therefore study two types of symmetrized Bregman divergences, namely the Stein and the Jeffrey divergences.
Definition 2. The Stein, or S, divergence (also known as Jensen-Bregman LogDet divergence [19] ) is obtained from the Bregman divergence of Eq. (5) by using zðX XÞ ¼ Àlog detðX XÞ as seed function and by Jensen-Shannon symmetrization. This yields
Definition 3. The Jeffrey, or J, divergence (also known as symmetric KL divergence) is obtained from the Bregman divergence of Eq. (5) by using zðX XÞ ¼ Àlog detðX XÞ as seed function and by direct symmetrization. This yields
TrðY Y À1 X XÞ À n:
The S and J divergences have a variety of properties akin to those of the AIRM. An especially attractive property for the computer vision community is the invariance of the J and S divergences to affine transforms. Similar to the AIRM, for A A 2 GLðnÞ, we have
Furthermore, the S divergence enjoys the property of inducing valid positive definite Gaussian-like kernels, which does not hold for AIRM [8] . More specifically, given a set X , a function k : X Â X ! R is a positive definite kernel if P p i;j¼1 a i a j kðX X i ; X X j Þ ! 0 for all p 2 N, X X i 2 X and a i 2 R. In Euclidean spaces, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) is the most common face when it comes to kernel functions. Unfortunately, the RBF kernel with the AIRM is not a valid positive definite kernel on the SPD manifold [8] . However, as shown in [16] , the kernel
is positive definite for
Having a positive definite kernel on the SPD manifold enables us to readily employ various kernel techniques such as kernel SVM, kernel k-means and kernel PCA on SPD data. The kernel k J ðÁ; ÁÞ ¼ expfÀbd J ðX X; Y Y Þg has previously been considered to be positive definite (e.g., Eqs. (5) and (6) in [22] ). However, we observed this not to be the case in general, as can be verified by building a kernel matrix from the following three samples:
The resulting matrix ½K K i;j ¼ k J ðX X i ; X X j Þ has a negative eigenvalue for b ¼ 1=4.
Optimization Framework
In this work, we will be facing optimization problems with unitary constraints. That is, we will seek to solve problems of the form
where fðW W Þ is a cost function and W W 2 R nÂm . In many cases and especially in dimensionality reduction, it is customary to design the cost function fðW W Þ such that the whole problem can be cast as an eigenvalue problem (e.g., [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] ). However, the complexity of our cost functions prohibits us from doing so. Instead, we propose to make use of manifold-based optimization techniques.
Recent advances in optimization methods formulate problems with unitary constraints as optimization problems on Stiefel or Grassmann manifolds [28] , [29] . The geometrically correct setting for the minimization problem in (10) is, in general, on a Stiefel manifold. However, if the cost function fðW W Þ is independent from the choice of basis spanned by W W , that is if fðW W Þ ¼ fðW WR RÞ for R R 2 OðmÞ, with OðmÞ denoting the group of m Â m orthogonal matrices, then the problem is a Grassmannian problem. As will be shown later, in our case, the affine invariance property of the AIRM, the Stein divergence and the Jeffrey divergence, makes the problem Grassmannian. Below, we briefly review the Newton-type optimization employed here.
A Grassmann manifold Gðm; nÞ is the space of m-dimensional linear subspaces of R n for 0 < m < n [29] . In our work, we make use of a Riemannian Conjugate Gradient (RCG) method on the Grassmannian. RCG methods rely on the notion of gradient on the manifold. On an abstract Riemannian manifold M, the gradient of a function fðÁÞ at a point x 2 M, denoted by gradfðxÞ, is the element of T x M satisfying hgradfðxÞ; zi x ¼ DfðxÞ½z; 8z 2 T x M. Here, hÁ; Ái x is the Riemannian metric at x and DfðxÞ½z denotes the directional derivative of f at x along direction z. On Gðm; nÞ, the gradient of a function is expressed as
where r W W ðfÞ is the (usual) n Â m Jacobian matrix at W W . RCG methods then compute the new descent direction by combining the gradient at the current and the previous solutions. This requires transporting the previous gradient to the current point on the manifold. Unlike Euclidean spaces, on a manifold one cannot transport a tangent vector D from one point to another point by simple translation. To get a better intuition, take the case where the manifold is a sphere, and consider two tangent spaces, one located at the pole and one at a point on the equator. Obviously the tangent vectors at the pole do not belong to the tangent space at the equator. Therefore, simple vector translation is not sufficient. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , transporting D from W W to V V on the manifold M requires subtracting the normal component D ? at V V for the resulting vector to be a tangent vector. Such a transfer of tangent vector is called parallel transport. On the Grassmann manifold, parallel transport, and the other operations required for an RCG method, have efficient numerical forms, which makes them well-suited to perform optimization on the manifold.
RCG on a Grassmann manifold can be summarized by the following steps: 
where t is the parameter indicating the location along the geodesic, and U USV V T is the compact singular value decomposition of D. These steps are repeated until convergence to a local minimum, or until a maximum number of iterations is reached.
Note that optimization on matrix manifolds (e.g., Stiefel, Grassmann) is at the core of several recent DR schemes [30] , [31] , [32] . This is in part due to the availability of the manopt package [33] , which makes optimizing over various Riemannian manifolds straightforward. As a matter of fact, in our experiments, we used the implementation of the RCG method on Grassmannian provided by manopt to obtain W W . Note that manopt also provides other methods, such as trust-region solvers. A full evaluation of these solvers, however, goes beyond the scope of this paper.
With the mathematical tools discussed in this section, we can now turn to developing our DR algorithms for SPD matrices. We start the following section by introducing our approach to tackling supervised DR on SPD manifolds and then discuss the unsupervised scenario.
PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, we describe our approach to learning an embedding of high-dimensional SPD matrices to a more discriminative, low-dimensional SPD manifold. In doing so, we propose to learn the parameters W W 2 R nÂm , m < n, of a generic mapping f W W : S n þþ ! S m þþ , which we define as
Clearly, for a full rank matrix W W , if S n þþ 3 X X 1 0 then S m þþ 3 W W T X XW W 1 0. Given a set of training SPD matrices X ¼ X X 1 ; . . . ; X X p È É , where each matrix X X i 2 S n þþ , our goal is to find the transformation W W such that the resulting lowdimensional SPD manifold preserves some interesting structure of the original data. In the remainder of this section, we discuss two different such structures: one coming from the availability of class labels, and one derived from unsupervised data.
Supervised Dimensionality Reduction
Let us first assume that each point X X i 2 S n þþ belongs to one of C possible classes and denote its class label by y i . In this scenario, we propose to encode the structure of the data via an affinity function a : S n þþ Â S n þþ ! R. That is aðX X; Y Y Þ measures some notion of affinity between matrices X X and Y Y , and may be negative. In particular, we make use of the class labels to build aðÁ; ÁÞ 2 and define an affinity function that encodes the notions of intra-class and interclass distances. In short, our goal is to find a mapping that minimizes the intra-class distances while simultaneously maximizing the inter-class distances (i.e., a discriminative mapping).
More specifically, and inspired by [34] , we make use of notions of within-class similarity g w : S n þþ Â S n þþ ! R þ and between-class similarity g b : S n þþ Â S n þþ ! R þ to compute the affinity between two SPD matrices. In particular, we define g w ðÁ; ÁÞ and g b ðÁ; ÁÞ to be binary functions given by
where N w ðX X i Þ is the set of n w nearest neighbors of X X i that share the same label as y i , and N b ðX X i Þ contains the n b nearest neighbors of X X i having different labels. Note that nearest neighbors are computed according to the AIRM, the Stein divergence, or the Jeffrey divergence. The affinity function aðÁ; ÁÞ is then defined as
which resembles the Maximum Margin Criterion (MMC) of [24] .
Having aðX X; Y Y Þ at our disposal, we propose to search for an embedding such that the affinity between pairs of 2. Note that the framework developed in this section could also apply to the unsupervised and semi-supervised settings by changing the definition of the affinity function accordingly. SPD matrices is reflected by a measure of similarity on the low-dimensional SPD manifold. In particular, we make use of the AIRM, the Stein divergence, or the Jeffrey divergence to encode similarity between SPD matrices. This lets us write a loss function of the form
where p is the number of training samples and d is
To perform dimensionality reduction, our idea is to minimize LðW W Þ by enforcing a unitary constraint on W W . That is,
As discussed in Section 2.3, (18) is an optimization problem on a Grassmann manifold, and can thus be solved by Newton-type methods on the Grassmannian Gðm; nÞ. To this end, we need to compute the Jacobian of dðÁ; ÁÞ with respect to W W . For the S divergence, this Jacobian matrix, denoted by r W W ðÁÞ hereafter, can be obtained by noting that (see Eq. 53 in [35] )
This allows us to express the Jacobian of the Stein divergence as Eq. (21) in Table 1 . For the J divergence, the Jacobian can be obtained by noting that (see Eq. 126 in [35] ) 
Unsupervised Dimensionality Reduction
We now turn to the scenario where we do not have access to the labels of the training samples. In other words, our training data only consists of a set of SPD matrices fX X i g p i¼1 ; X X i 2 S n þþ . To tackle this unsupervised DR scenario, we draw inspiration from algorithms such as PCA and MVU [18] . These algorithms search for a low-dimensional latent space where the points have maximum variance, i.e., collectively maximize the distance to their mean.
Here, we follow the same intuition, but with the goal of mapping high-dimensional SPD matrices to lower-dimensional ones. To this end, we express unsupervised DR on SPD manifolds as the optimization problem 
AIRM
The Jacobian is used to perform Newton-type optimization on the Grassmannian.
with M M being the mean of fX X i g p i¼1 with respect to the metric d. As in the supervised case, and as discussed in more details in Section 2.3, (24) corresponds to an optimization problem in the Grassmann manifold. We therefore again opt for a Newton-type method on the Grassmannian to (approximately) solve it. Note that the gradient of the objective function has essentially the same form as in the supervised case, and can thus be easily obtained from Eqs. (21) , (22) and (23) for the Stein divergence, J-divergence and AIRM, respectively.
As mentioned above, (24) depends on the mean of the training samples. Since these samples lie on a manifold, special care must be taken to compute their means. In particular, we make use of the Fr echet formulation to obtain M M. This can be expressed as
For the AIRM, this is equivalent to computing the Riemannian (Karcher) mean by exploiting the exponential and logarithm maps [2] . For the Stein metric, we make use of the iterative Convex Concave Procedure (CCCP) introduced in [19] . For the Jeffrey divergence, we show below that, unlike the AIRM and the Stein divergence, the Fr echet mean can be computed analytically.
Theorem 1. The Fr echet mean of a set of points
þþ , based on the Jeffrey metric, i.e., the minimizer of (25) for d 2 ðÁ; ÁÞ ¼ d J , is given by
To prove this theorem, let us first recall that, for A A 1 
According to (25) , and by making use of the J divergence, the Fr echet mean must satisfy
Given that
we have
which is a Riccati equation with a unique and closed form solution. A slightly different proof is also provided in [17] . 
DR with the Log-Euclidean Metric
In the previous parts, we have developed DR methods on S n þþ based on the AIRM and two Bregman divergences. Another widely used metric to compare SPD matrices is the log-Euclidean metric defined as
where log ðÁÞ denotes the matrix principal logarithm. This metric is indeed a true Riemannian metric (for a zero-curvature manifold) and can be understood as a metric over the flat space that identifies the Lie algebra of an SPD manifold. Below, we develop a supervised DR method on SPD manifolds similar to the one in Section 3. 
A difficulty in tackling (30) arises from the fact that an analytic form for the gradient of klog ðW W T X X i W W ÞÀ log ðW W T X X j W W Þk 2 F with respect to W W is not known [36] . To overcome this limitation, we introduce an approximation of log ðW W T X XW W Þ. This approximation relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The term log ðW W T X XW W Þ can be approximated as
Proof. Note that the Taylor expansion of log ðI n À A AÞ is given by [37] log ðI n À A AÞ ¼ ÀA 
The objective function of (32) can then be written as
which yields the optimization problem
Note that Tr À W W T F F ðW W ÞW W Á is invariant to the action of the orthogonal group, i.e., replacing W W with W WR R for R R 2 OðmÞ does not change the value of the trace. As such, in principle, (34) is a problem on Gðm; nÞ and can be optimized in a similar manner as discussed before. In particular, to perform Newton-type methods on the Grassmannian, the required gradient is given by
aðX X i ; X X j Þ Â ðlog ðX X i Þ À log ðX X j ÞÞW WW W T ðlog ðX X i Þ À log ðX X j ÞÞW W:
While optimization on the Grassmannian can indeed be employed to solve (34) , here, we propose a faster alternative which relies on eigen-decomposition. To this end, we follow an iterative two-stage procedure. First, we fix F F ðW W Þ (i.e., assume that it does not depend on W W ), and compute the solution of the resulting approximation of (34), which can be achieved by computing the m smallest eigenvectors of F F ðW W Þ [27] . Given the new W W , we update F F ðW W Þ, and iterate. The pseudo-code of this procedure is given in Algorithm 2. Fig. 3 compares the speed and convergence behavior of our iterative eigen-decomposition-based solution against the RCG method on the Grassmannian. This figure was computed using the MOCAP dataset (see Section 6.1.2 for details). First, note that the RCG method yields a lower error. This is due to the fact that, in the eigen-decomposition-based method, we approximate the solution by fixing F F ðW W Þ in each iteration. Nevertheless, the eigen-decomposition-based solver converges much faster than RCG. In fact, our experiments show that the eigen-decomposition-based solver is typically 10 times faster than RCG on the Grassmannian, which, we believe, justifies its usage. This suggests a hybrid strategy where one initializes the RCG method with our eigen-decomposition-based solution.
Remark 3. Since, in (32) , the log operation maps the matrices to Euclidean space, one might wonder if we should not apply a traditional vector-based DR approach to the resulting space. Note, however, that our goal is to go from S n þþ to S m þþ . Therefore, optimizing a projection between the corresponding Euclidean spaces would translate to an optimization problem on Gð mÂðmþ1Þ 2 ; nÂðnþ1Þ 2 Þ. By contrast, our symmetric formulation results in an optimization problem on Gðm; nÞ, which is clearly less expensive.
Remark 4. From a purely geometrical point of view, we believe that the solutions developed using the AIRM, the Stein divergence and the Jeffrey divergence are more attractive. In particular, these solutions model the nonlinear geometry of the SPD manifold, while the log-Euclidean metric flattens it. Furthermore, in contrast with the log-Euclidean metric, the AIRM, Stein and Jeffrey divergences are invariant to affine transformations. We acknowledge, however, that the log-Euclidean metric has been shown to be a useful substitute to the AIRM in several applications (e.g., [3] , [10] , [38] ).
Remark 5. Since the Frobenius norm also belongs to the family of Bregman divergences (with zðX XÞ ¼ kX Xk 2 F ), one could derive supervised/unsupervised DR formulations using k Á k 2 F as similarity measure. For example, in the supervised case, this would translate to solving 
This can easily be rewritten in the form of (34), but where now F F ðW W Þ can be expressed as
aðX X i ; X X j ÞðX X i À X X j ÞW WW W T ðX X i À X X j Þ:
Therefore, our previous eigen-decomposition-based solution directly applies here.
FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss several points regarding our DR framework. In particular, we look into the computational complexity of the developed methods and then discuss the use of SPD matrices as image/video descriptors [4] .
Computational Complexity
To obtain the solution of (18) or (24), an iterative Riemannian optimization technique is employed. The complexity of each iteration of the Riemannian optimization technique depends on the computational cost of three major steps, namely, evaluating the objective, computing the gradient and performing RCG on Gðm; nÞ. Below, we discuss the complexity of each of the aforementioned major steps separately.
Complexity of the Objective Function
Computing the quadratic form W W T X XW W for X X 2 S n þþ ; W W 2 Gðm; nÞ requires n 2 m þ nm 2 flops. We also note that com-
needs 4m 3 , m 3 and 8=3m 3 flops, respectively (see [19] ). As such, Evaluating the loss in (18) takes n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ 4m 3 p 2 , n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ m 3 p 2 and n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ 8=3m 3 p 2 flops for the AIRM, the Stein divergence and the Jeffrey divergence, respectively. Evaluating the loss in (24) needs n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ 4m 3 p, n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ m 3 p and n 2 mp þ nm 2 p þ 8=3m 3 p flops for the AIRM, the Stein divergence and the Jeffrey divergence, respectively.
Complexity of the Gradient
The complexity of inverting a matrix of size m Â m is To give the reader an idea about the computational complexity of this step, we report the overall time required to compute the gradients according to Table 1 over 1,000 trials. Table 2 presents the measured running-times for various dimensionalities on an eight-core machine using Mat-lab2016. Note that both divergences are 5-10Â faster than the AIRM. For smaller values of m, the Jeffrey divergence is marginally faster than the Stein divergence. Increasing m makes the influence of the term 2m 3 in the Jeffrey divergence noticeable, leading to a higher computation load compared to the Stein divergence.
Complexity of the Optimization
The complexity of RCG on the Grassmannian depends mainly on two operations, namely, computing the Riemannian gradient from the Jacobians and mapping a tangent vector back to the manifold using a retraction. As mentioned in Section 2.3, to compute the Riemannian gradient on the Grassmannian, one needs to project the Jacobian r W W ðÁÞ according to Eq. (11). This operation requires nmðn þ mÞ flops. For a tangent vector 2 T W W , we use the retraction (see Chapter 4 of [29] )
Here, qfðA AÞ is the Q Q factor of the QR decomposition [ 
Region Covariance Descriptors
When it comes to the SPD matrices used in our experiments, we exploited Region Covariance Matrices (RCMs) [4] as image descriptors. Here, we discuss some interesting properties of our algorithm when applied to these specific SPD matrices. There are several reasons why RCMs are attractive to represent images and videos. First, RCMs provide a natural way to fuse various feature types. Second, they help reducing the impact of noisy samples in a region via their inherent averaging operation. Third, RCMs are independent of the size of the region, and can therefore easily be utilized to compare regions of different sizes. Finally, RCMs can be efficiently computed using integral images [6] , [12] .
Let I be a W Â H image, and O ¼ fo o i g r i¼1 ; o o i 2 R n , be a set of r observations extracted from I, e.g., o o i concatenates P r i¼1 o o i be the mean value of the observations. Then, image I can be represented by the n Â n RCM
where J J ¼ r À3=2 ðrI r À 1 1 rÂr Þ. To have a valid RCM, r ! n, otherwise C C I would have zero eigenvalues, which would make d 2 S , d J and d 2 R indefinite. After learning the projection W W , the low-dimensional representation of image I is given by W W T O OJ JJ J T O O T W W . This reveals two interesting properties of our learning scheme. 1) The resulting representation can also be thought of as an RCM with W W T O O as a set of low-dimensional observations. Hence, in our framework, we can create a valid S m þþ manifold with only m observations instead of at least n in the original input space. This is not the case for other algorithms, which require having matrices on S n þþ as input. 2) Applying W W directly to the set of observations reduces the computation time of creating the final RCM on S m þþ . This is due to the fact that the computational complexity of computing an RCM is quadratic in the dimensionality of the features.
Nowadays, deep networks (e.g., Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)) are the methods of choice to classify images. Nevertheless, RCMs are still considered rich and powerful image descriptors in various applications including texture classification and inference from skeletal data. Interestingly, several recent studies benefit from a combination of RCMs and deep architectures to deliver state-of-theart solutions [15] , [40] , [41] . In particular, the recent work of Wang et al. [15] shows that high-dimensional RCMs built from CNN features easily outperform many deep Euclidean representations. This, however, results in high-dimensional RCMs, and thus further justifies our approach to reducing their dimensionality.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the methods that have exploited notions of Riemannian geometry for DR. In contrast with our approach that goes from one high-dimensional SPD manifold to a lower-dimensional manifold, most of the literature has focused on going from a manifold to Euclidean space.
In this context, a popular approach consists of flattening the manifold via its tangent space. The best-known example of such an approach is Principal Geodesic Analysis (PGA) [42] , [43] . PGA and its variants, such as [44] , [45] , [46] , have been successfully employed for various applications, such as analyzing vertebrae outlines [47] and motion capture data [44] . PGA can be understood as a generalization of PCA to Riemannian manifolds. To this end, the widely-used formulation proposed in [43] identifies the tangent space whose corresponding subspace maximizes the variability of the data on the manifold. PGA, however, is equivalent to flattening the Riemannian manifold by taking its tangent space at the Karcher, or Fr echet, mean of the data. As such, it does not fully exploit the structure of the manifold. Furthermore, PGA, as PCA, cannot exploit the availability of class labels, and may therefore be suboptimal for classification.
Another recent popular trend consists of embedding the manifold to an RKHS to perform DR. In particular, [8] relied on kernel PCA and [10] on kernel Partial Least Squares (kPLS) and kernel Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to achieve this goal. Embedding the manifold to an RKHS inherently requires a p.d. kernel. While significant progress has been made in identifying p.d. kernels on Riemannian manifolds [8] , [48] , [49] , our knowledge is still limited in this regard. For example and in the case of SPD manifolds, the kernel employed in [10] is a linear kernel on the identity tangent space of S n þþ . In [8] , the best performing kernel corresponds to the Gaussian kernel defined on the identity tangent space of S n þþ . Therefore, in a very strict sense, the true structure of the manifold is not used by either of these works. As a matter of fact, Feragen et al. recently showed that Gaussian kernels obtained using the geodesic distance on curved Riemannian manifolds, such as the SPD manifold, are not valid p.d. kernels [49] .
Different from the methods that flatten the manifold, via either a tangent space, or an RKHS, [50] directly employs notions of Riemannian geometry to perform nonlinear DR. In particular, [50] extends several nonlinear DR techniques, such as Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), Hessian LLE and Laplacian Eigenmaps, to their Riemannian counterparts. Take for example the case of LLE [23] . Given a set of vectors fx x i g p i¼1 ; x x i 2 R D , the LLE algorithm determines a weight matrix W W 2 R pÂp to minimize a notion of reconstruction error on fx x i g p i¼1 . Once the weight matrix W W is determined, the algorithm embeds fx x i g p i¼1 into a lower dimensional space R d ; d < D, where the neighboring properties of fx x i g p i¼1 are preserved. The neighboring properties are encoded by W W and the embedding takes the form of an eigen-decomposition in the end. As shown in [50] , the construction of W W can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary Riemannian manifold M by using the logarithm map. Hence, for a given set of points on M, an embedding from M ! R d can be obtained once W W is appropriately constructed. In [50] , the authors showed that the embedded data was more discriminative than the original one using several clustering problems on M. In principle, the Riemannian extension of LLE (and of the other nonlinear DR algorithms discussed in [50] ) can also be applied to classification problems. However, they are limited to the transductive setting since they do not define any parametric mapping to the low-dimensional space.
Recently, a few techniques have studied the case of mapping between two manifolds of different dimensions [31] , [32] , [36] , [51] , [52] . In [51] , a mapping between covariance matrices of different dimensions was learnt, but by ignoring the Riemannian geometry of the SPD manifold. More recently, and probably inspired by our preliminary study [53] , the bilinear form was employed to perform DR on the SPD manifold and on the Grassmannian by exploiting notions of Riemannian geometry [31] , [32] , [36] . In particular, [31] introduced the idea of learning a log-Euclidean metric, which is related to our log-Euclidean-based supervised DR approach. This work formulates DR as the problem of finding a positive semi-definite matrix Q Q 2 SymðnÞ that maximizes the discriminative power of pairs of samples according to d i;j ðQ QÞ ¼ TrðQ Qðlog ðX X i Þ À log ðX X j ÞÞððX X i Þ À log ðX X j ÞÞÞ:
In particular, Q Q was forced to have rank m, and thus identifies a low-dimensional latent space. Obtaining Q Q was then formulated as a log-det problem [31] . A similar idea was employed to perform dimensionality reduction on the Grassmannian by noting that a point on the Grassmannian can be represented by a symmetric and idempotent matrix [32] . In [36] , Yger and Sugiyama proposed to learn a metric on SPD manifolds, where the goal is to find Q Q 2 S n þþ such that the points transformed by fðX XÞ ¼ Q QX XQ Q are more discriminative. In contrast to our work, in [36] , a mapping from S n þþ ! S n þþ was learned. Note also that our work covers various metrics and both supervised and unsupervised scenarios, while the algorithm in [36] was devised for supervised learning and only considers the log-Euclidean metric.
Finally, concepts of Riemannian geometry have also been exploited in the context of DR in Euclidean space. For instance, Lin and Zha [54] exploited the idea that the input (Euclidean) data lies on a low-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Recently, Cunningham and Ghahramani [30] revisited linear DR techniques and analyzed them using the geometry of Stiefel manifolds.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Below, we evaluate our different SPD-based DR methods on several problems. We first consider the supervised scenario and present results on image and video classification tasks. We then turn to evaluating our unsupervised techniques for clustering on SPD manifolds. In all our experiments, the dimensionality of the low-dimensional SPD manifold was determined by cross-validation.
Image/Video Classification
The supervised SPD-DR algorithm introduced in Section 3.1 allows us to obtain a low-dimensional, more discriminative SPD manifold from a high-dimensional one. Many different classifiers can then be used to categorize the data on this new manifold. In our experiments, we make use of two such classifiers. First, we employ a simple nearest neighbor classifier based on the manifold metric (AIRM, S or J divergence). This simple classifier clearly evidences the benefits of mapping the original Riemannian structure to a lowerdimensional one. Second, we make use of the Riemannian sparse coding algorithm of [5] . This algorithm exploits the notion of sparse coding to represent a query SPD matrix using a codebook of SPD matrices. In all our experiments, we formed the codebook purely from the training data, i.e., no dictionary learning was employed. Note that this algorithm relies on a kernel derived from either the S divergence or the log-Euclidean metric. We refer to the different algorithms evaluated in our experiments as: NN-AIRM: AIRM-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. NN-S: S divergence-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. NN-J: J divergence-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. NN-lE: log-Euclidean-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. NN-AIRM-DR: AIRM-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach.
NN-S-DR: S divergence-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. NN-J-DR: J divergence-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. NN-lE-DR: log-Euclidean-based Nearest Neighbor classifier on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. kSC-S: kernel sparse coding [55] using the S divergence on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. kSC-lE: kernel sparse coding using the log-Euclidean metric on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. kSC-S-DR: kernel sparse coding using the S divergence on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. kSC-lE-DR: kernel sparse coding using the log-Euclidean metric on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. In addition to these methods, we also provide the results of the PLS-based Covariance Discriminant Learning (CDL) technique of [10] and of the state-of-the-art baselines of each specific dataset.
In practice, to define the affinity function (see Section 3.1), we set n w to the minimum number of points in each class and, to balance the influence of g w ðÁ; ÁÞ and g b ðÁ; ÁÞ, choose n b n w , with the specific value found by cross-validation.
Material Categorization
For the task of material categorization, we used the UIUC dataset [56] . The UIUC material dataset contains 18 subcategories of materials taken in the wild from four general categories (see Fig. 4 ): bark, fabric, construction materials, and outer coat of animals. Each subcategory has 12 images taken at various scales. Following standard practice, half of the images from each subcategory was randomly chosen as training data, and the rest was used for testing. We report the average accuracy over 10 different random partitions.
Small RCMs, such as those used for texture recognition in [4] , are hopeless here due to the complexity of the task. Recently, SIFT features [57] have been shown to be robust and discriminative for material classification [56] . Therefore, we constructed RCMs of size 155 Â 155 using 128 dimensional SIFT features (from grayscale images) and 27 dimensional color descriptors. To this end, we resized all the images to 400 Â 400 and computed dense SIFT descriptors on a regular grid with 4 pixels spacing. The color descriptors were obtained by simply stacking colors from 3 Â 3 patches centered at the grid points. Each grid point therefore yields one 155-dimensional observation o o i in Eq. (37) . The parameters for this experiments were set to n w ¼ 6 (minimum number of samples in a class), m ¼ 20 and n b ¼ 3 obtained by 5-fold cross-validation. Fig. 4 . Samples from the UIUC material dataset [56] . Table 3 compares the performance of the studied algorithms. The performance of the state-of-the-art method on this dataset was reported to be 43.5 percent [56] . The results show that appropriate manifold-based methods (i.e., kSC-S and CDL) with the original 155 Â 155 RCMs already outperform this state-of-the-art, while nearest neighbor (e.g., NN-AIRM, NN-S) on the same manifold yields worse performance. However, after applying our learning algorithm, NN not only outperforms the state-of-the-art significantly, but also outperforms both CDL and kSC, except for the log-Euclidean solution. For example, kSC using the S divergence is boosted by nearly 14 percent by dimensionality reduction. The maximum accuracy of 66.6 percent is obtained by kernel sparse coding on the learned SPD manifold (kSC-S-DR).
Action Recognition from Motion Capture Data
As a second experiment, we tackled the problem of human action recognition from motion capture sequences using the HDM05 database [58] . This database contains the following 14 actions: 'clap above head', 'deposit floor', 'elbow to knee', 'grab high', 'hop both legs', 'jog', 'kick forward', 'lie down floor', 'rotate both arms backward', 'sit down chair', 'sneak', 'squat', 'stand up lie' and 'throw basketball' (see Fig. 5 for an example). The dataset provides the 3D locations of 31 joints over time acquired at the speed of 120 frames per second. We describe an action of a K joints skeleton observed over t frames by its joint covariance descriptor [60] , which is an SPD matrix of size 3K Â 3K. More specifically, let x i ðtÞ, y i ðtÞ and z i ðtÞ be the x, y, and z coordinates of the ith joint at frame t. Let s sðtÞ be the vector of all joint locations at time t, i.e., s sðtÞ ¼ À x 1 ðtÞ; Á Á Á ; x K ðtÞ; y 1 ðtÞ; . . . ; y K ðtÞ; z 1 ðtÞ; . . . ; z K ðtÞ Á T , which has 3K elements. The SPD matrix describing an action occurring over t frames is then taken as the covariance of the vectors s sðtÞ; 1 t t.
In our experiments, we used 2 subjects for training (i.e., 'bd' and 'mm') and the remaining 3 subjects for testing (i.e., 'bk', 'dg' and 'tr'). 3 This resulted in 118 training and 188 test sequences for this experiment. The parameters of our method were set to n w ¼ 5 (minimum number of samples in one class), m ¼ 65 and n b ¼ 5 by cross-validation.
We report the performance of the different methods on this dataset in Table 4 . Again we can see that the accuracies of NN and kSC are significantly improved by our learning algorithm, and that the kSC-S-DR approach achieves the best accuracy of 81.9 percent.
Face Recognition
We then used the YTC dataset [59] for the task of image-setbased face recognition. The YTC dataset contains 1,910 video clips of 47 subjects. See Fig. 6 for samples from YTC. We used face regions extracted from the videos and resized them to 64 Â 64. From each frame in a video, we then extracted 4 histograms of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [61] , each obtained from a 32 Â 32 sub-region of the frame. By concatenating the LBP histograms, frame i in a video is described by o o i , a 232-dimensional vector. A video is then described by one SPD matrix of the form
. . . ; o o t is a matrix storing the descriptors of all t frames of a video and m ¼ 1 t P t i¼1 o o i . Following standard practice [62] , 3 videos from each person were randomly chosen as training/gallery data, and the query set contained 6 randomly chosen videos from each subject. The process of random selection was repeated 5 times. In Table 5 , we compare the performance of all the studied algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, the highest reported accuracy using holistic descriptors (i.e., one descriptor per video) is 78.2 percent [62] . Both kSC methods after dimensionality reduction outperform this result, with kSC-S-DR achieving the maximum performance of 80.1 percent. Note also that our DR scheme significantly boosts the performance of NN using the log-Euclidean and the Stein metrics (e.g., from 45.4 percent to 72.8 percent in the case of the Stein divergence).
Video Clustering
The unsupervised algorithm introduced in Section 3.2 allows us to obtain a low-dimensional SPD manifold from a high-dimensional one by maximizing a notion of data variance. We now evaluate the performance of this unsupervised DR approach on the task of video clustering. To this end, we report both the clustering accuracy and the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [63] , which measures the amount of statistical information shared by random variables representing the cluster distribution and the underlying class distribution of the data points. Let P C be the random variable denoting the cluster assignments of the points and P K the random variable denoting the underlying class labels on the points. Then, the NMI is defined as
where IðP X ; P Y Þ ¼ HðP X Þ À HðP X jP Y Þ is the mutual information between the random variables P X and P Y , HðP X Þ is the Shannon entropy of P X , and HðP X jP Y Þ is the conditional entropy of P X given P Y . The normalization by the average entropy of P C and P K makes the NMI range between 0 and 1. To measure the clustering accuracy, we followed the metric described in [64] . More specifically, for a query sample X X i , let r i and s i be the obtained cluster label and the ground-truth label, respectively. The accuracy (AC) is then defined as
where n is the total number of queries, gðx; yÞ is equal to one if x ¼ y and zero otherwise, and mapðr i Þ is the permutation mapping function that maps each cluster label r i to the equivalent label from the ground truth. The best mapping can be found by using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [65] . For the task of clustering, we used the static setting of the UMD Keck body-gesture data set [66] , which consists of 126 videos of 14 naval body gestures. Samples are shown in Fig. 7 . We described each video in a similar manner as in the YTC experiment, albeit with a couple of differences. More specifically, we used Histograms of Gradients (HoG) [67] instead of LBP histograms to describe each frame. Furthermore, each frame was resized to 32 Â 32, and we concatenated HoG features extracted from 16 Â 16 non-overlapped regions to form the frame descriptor. Using the idea of Eq. (38) to aggregate the frame descriptors, we obtained an SPD matrices of size 125 Â 125 to describe each video.
For our evaluation, we employed the k-means algorithm on the manifold using the AIRM and the Jeffrey and Stein divergences. We also made use of the k-means algorithm on the identity tangent space for the log-Euclidean metric. In addition to k-means on the manifold, we also utilized the kernel k-means algorithm using the Jeffrey, Stein and log-Euclidean kernels. We refer to the algorithms evaluated in our experiments as: KM-AIRM: k-means based on the AIRM on the highdimensional SPD manifold. KM-S: k-means based on the S divergence on the highdimensional SPD manifold. KM-J: k-means based on the J divergence on the highdimensional SPD manifold. KM-lE: k-means based on the log-Euclidean metric on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. KM-AIRM-DR: k-means based on the AIRM on the lowdimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. KM-S-DR: k-means based on the S divergence on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. KM-J-DR: k-means based on the J divergence on the lowdimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. KM-lE-DR: k-means based on the log-Euclidean metric on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. kKM-S: kernel k-means based on the S divergence on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. kKM-lE: kernel k-means based on the log-Euclidean metric on the high-dimensional SPD manifold. kKM-S-DR: kernel k-means based on the S divergence on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. kKM-lE-DR: kernel k-means based on the log-Euclidean metric on the low-dimensional SPD manifold obtained with our approach. Table 6 reports the accuracy and NMI values for all the studied methods. It is interesting to see that the log-Euclidean metric achieves better accuracy on this dataset. We also note that the AIRM outperforms the solutions based on the Bregman divergences. However, with kernel k-means, the Stein-based algorithm surpasses the AIRM-based one.
Parameter Sensitivity
In all our experiments, the parameters of our approach were set in a principled manner (i.e., n w is the minimum number of samples in one class, and n b by cross-validation). In this section, we nonetheless study the influence of these parameters on the overall performance. To this end, we employed the UIUC material dataset and report the accuracy of our NN-AIRM-DR method when varying one parameter and fixing the other to the values reported in Section 6.1.1. In particular, Fig. 8 depicts the recognition accuracy for various values of n b in the interval ½1; 12. Note that for n b ¼ 1, which is equivalent to mainly considering the intra-class discrimination, the performance drops. For n b ¼ 12, which makes the inter-class discrimination dominant, the performance drops even further. The maximum performance of 58.6 percent is achieved for n b ¼ 4, which again shows that balance between the intra-class and inter-class terms is important.
We also analyzed the sensitivity of the algorithm to n w . To this end, we fixed the value of n b ¼ 5 and varied the value of n w from one to five. We observed that the accuracy monotonically increased for this test. We emphasize that tuning the values of n b and n w is a common task in a large group of learning techniques (e.g., distance learning [34] and dimensionality reduction [25] ) and should not be perceived as a bottleneck for the development done in this work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced an approach to mapping a highdimensional SPD manifold into a lower-dimensional one. In particular, we have derived both a supervised and an unsupervised formulation. In both cases, we have studied different metrics to encode the similarity between SPD matrices, namely, the AIRM, the Stein divergence, the Jeffrey divergence and the log-Euclidean metric. Our experiments have shown that reducing the dimensionality consistently improved accuracy over directly using the highdimensional SPD matrices. We believe that this work, extending our preliminary study [53] that already generated follow-ups [31] , [32] , [36] , is an important step towards developing DR algorithms dedicated to Riemannian manifolds, and in particular in the context of going from a highdimensional manifold to a lower-dimensional one. In the future, we therefore intend to extend this framework to other types of Riemannian manifolds. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
